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Lawsuit ~gainst FBI Reviewed 
•use ·of Informants at Issue 
With 111filtrated SoCialists 
A IMnar pedorm• •t the PeOPle'• Fdend•hlp A .. oc. Ch/M 
felr which wa held o,., the. WH/tend et the · Helghe. 
CommiM'IItV Center. 
UNM Stude.nt Court 
. . 
Wields Vast Power 
... . ... 
punitive ·powers is to enable 
.. 
Sy RUSSELL ALBERTI 
LOBO Staff Writer ~rs of the Albuquerque chapter of the 
Soctalist Worker's Party (SWP) met Friday in the 
ONM Law School to review facts pertaining to their 
$40 million lawsuit.againsi the FBI and other federal 
enforcement agencies. · 
Margaret Winter,· a lawyer working for SWP, 
lectured specifically on the role of FBI informers. 
'.'The SWP always has, and always will be, infiltrated 
by informers,'' Winter said .. Aside from spying, in-
formers "show dissension and cause· splits among 
party members," she said. 
. . Using the fifth amendment privilege against self-
·~ncrimination, informers have remained protected 
frolllJ"ny charges filed against them, she said. In July, 
'9?.4 .informer immunity was challenged.. Judge 
Tha.as Griesa of the federal district court in 
Manhaqan ordered the FBI file on Timothy.Redfearn, 
an informer· employed to infiltrate .the SWP, to be 
handed over to SWP lawyers. The decision resulted in 
the surrender of 19 additional informer files by the 
FBI that August. 
By ROBERT R. LEE 1 
LOBO Staff Writer ASUNM to collect fines for election . . • . _ _ . 
violations. In the past, Marshall. ~mter sa.d~he~e f1rst steps. aginst !nforrner activity 
If you ever get a subpoena or 
other order from ·the ASUNM 
Court, don't tear it up or throw it 
on tlie ground and walk away 
laughing, the court has more clout 
than you probably imagine. 
The Student Court, as well as the 
ASUNM Senate, has the power to 
order a student's University records 
withheld. · 
There are limitations on this 
power. 
Under the present ASUNM 
Constitution, both the court and 
the senate have the power to 
subpoena students to appear before 
them. The constitution provides 
that if a student ignores such a 
subpoena, the court or senate may 
order the student to pay a fine. 
In the case ofthe court, the chief 
justice may order the student fined. 
The senate must pass a motion by 
· majority. vote of senaJors present 
and voting in order to subpoena or 
fine a student. · · 
The colistitutio~ does not specify 
amounts· of · maximum limits for 
such fines. . 
- .. If the student involved fails to 
pay the fine Within a specified time, . 
the court or senate may either 
suspend the student from all 
ASUNM officces · and committees 
for the entire period he or she is a 
student, or may order the student's 
Ur\iversity records withheld. 
Students may appeal · such 
decisions of the court or the. senate 
first to the Student Standards and 
Grievance Committee, then to the 
president of .UNM (or · his 
representative) and finally to the 
Regents. 
ASUNM Atty. gen. Les Marshall 
said he thought it was a "good 
idea" that the s·enate and court 
have such coercive power. 
"The senate ot court·· doesn;t 
have. thls option (withholding 
records) automatically/' Marsh~Jl 
said. 'They (the senate and court)" 
said,· students wllobave atlmitted.to -~wcre,"due to -the carc~mstances of the· R,edfearn case:· 
election violations and who have tRedfeam ~a~ been htr~d by the FBI to mform on the 
been fined by the Election's SWP ass()f:Jatton based m Denver. 
Commission "have never paid 99 
per cent ofthe time." 
· The ASUNM Constitution giving 
the senate and court the power to 
withhold records was approved 
during the past year-and-a half, by 
the. Faculty Senate, the student 
body (on a,referendum), the UNM 
-(cont. on Pav• 31 
Spying since 1971, he had been paid $400 a month 
for his services. Redfearn's files revealed that on July . 
7., i4t1.3, he had broken into the SWP office in Denver 
anti U.d stolen party files which he handed over to an · 
FBI agent. Si~ days later, Redfearn was arrested on an 
\lrtrelat~d burglary charge. He confessed his involve-
ment in the July 7 break-in to Justice Depart. officials · 
and an investigation began. . · 
' 
The securing of Redfearn's files by SWP lawyers 
came on July 30; 1976. The argued case was that since 
Redfearn's cover was blown (because of his arrest) he 
could no longer be considered .an informer .,-- his fifth 
amendment protection was therefore canceled. Judge 
Griesa agreed and ordered the files released. 
The documents showed that the FBI knowledgeably 
a~cepted stolen material from Redfearn. Formen FBI 
director Clarence Kelly labeled the· July 7 burglary as 
~ne of a limited number of burglaries commited. 
. during 1972 and 1973 aimed against the Denver SWP. 
Followjng on the heels-of the released Redfearn files, 
~ additional informer files were turned over to the 
SWP. The files showed that the FBI hired 316 persons 
since 1960 to inform on SWP activities. More impor-
tant to SW.P lawyers was the revelation that 66 in-
.,_formers were still working within their ranks. 
The consequence of the unveiling of FBI illegal 
actions against the SWP was Attny. Gen. Edward 
Levi's order on Sept. IS, 1976, that FBI activities 
agaiQ.st theSWP ·be tertninated. 
But the lawsuit filed by the SWP r~mains. It has 
already been reviewed by the U.S. Court of Appeals. 
A decision will be announced this fall. Whatever the 
outcome, the ca:Se is expected to reach the U.S. 
Supreme Court. The fact that the FBI failed to obtain, 
·in their 38-year investigation, even one indictment 
·against the SWP ·raises the issue of what will 
distinguish the political use of paid informers from the 
criminal use of them. . 
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§ . Kuwait Landing Barred 
Hijackers Head to Beirut Hawaiia·n Lava Cools As Mountain Quiets 
• By UNITED PRESS IN-
TERNATIONAL 
A hijacked Japanese airliner 
carrying 36 p·assengers a.nd -~ crewmen as hostages, barred from 
.g 
""' landing in Kuwait, heade\1 toward 
Beirut Sunday night, Japan Air ~ Lines (JAL).officials said. 
r.f The five Japanese Red Army 
hijackers, who still hold three l American hostages, wanted to fly 
from Bangladesh. to Kuwait, but 
Kuwait officials refused to let the 
plane land and blocked the airport 
runway with armore\1 vehicles. 
A JAL spokesman in New York 
said he had been informed by the 
airline's headquarters in Tokyo that 
the plane 'was headed for ·Beirut. 
There was no immediate word 
from Lebanese authorities on 
whether they would allow the DC-8 
jet to land. 
Authorities in Kuwait shut down 
the. international airport in the 
Persian Gulf Sheikhdom more than 
three hours before the hijacked 
plane's earliest possible arrival, at 
midnight local time. UPI reporter 
Musa Dajane . said runway lights 
were blacked out. Security troops ::===~=======~- were on patrol and a line of ar-
mored vehicles was parked along 
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the runway. 
The Japanese • ambassador in 
Kuwait refused to comment on 
reports his government was at-
tempting to persuade Kuwaiti 
authorities to release their ban on 
hijack landings, as they have done 
twice since June. 
The plane, also carrying six 
prisoners freed by Japan and 
handed over to the hijackers with 
• the $6 million ranson, was on 
course for Kuwait, JAL said. It was 
not known whether the terrorists, 
armed with pistols, grenades and 
explosives, were aware pf Kuwait's 
order to stay a'!"aY. 
Airlirt~ spokesmen identified one 
of the three Americans still aboard 
the hijacked plane as Eric Weiss, 
believed to · be from the San 
Francisco area. · · 
The other two U.S. hostages, 
both men, were identified only by 
their· su.rnames, Phalen and 
McLean. 
Earlier Sunday· in Dacca, 
Bangladesh, junior military officers 
took advantage of the tense hijack 
drama at the Dacca airport and 
attempted to overthrow the martial· 
law government of Maj. Gen. Ziaur 
Rahman. Authorities said they 
crl)shed the brief uprising, · 
Gunfire erupted at the airport 
earlier during the exchange of 
hostages from the hijacked DC-8 
held by five Japanese Red Army 
terrorists. Six Bangladesh Air Force 
officers were killed in the figh~ing, 
None ,of the· 59 hostages being 
exchanged for $6 million in cash 
and the release of six jailed 
Japanese radicals was hurt in the 
battle. 
"Everything is under control 
now,"· government spokesman 
Enamul Huq said. 
KALAP ANA; Hawaii (UPI) - A fiery lava flow that threatened the 
seaside village of Kalapana began to cool to a harmless blaci, rubble Sun-
day on the out.skirts of town, Slowed by a sudden halt of eruptions at• 
Kilauea Volcano. · · 
But so much lava had already oozed down 'the slope that civil defense 
officials said-)20 evacuted families could not return to their homes until it 
was certain the flow's own momentum would· not carry it over the 
residences. · 
Instruments at the Hawaii Volcano Observatory indicated the mountain 
was quieting down. Geologists camped at the eruption site said, there were 
no signs of the lava fountains that had shot spectacularly from Kilauea for 
six days. · 
The eruptions stopped suddenly Saturday as the lava approached 
Kalapana. . 
Kalapana's residents, about '250, were tentatively given permission to 
move back into their homes Monday. 
The vqlcano, which began erupting Sept, 13, had spewed lava that 
formed an advancing 30-foot wall. Scientists said the volcano "equid flare 
up again." 
But Gordon Eaton, .the observatory's chief scientist, said if it did not 
start up again within a· day, "the flow will have cooled so much on its 
surface and edges that e"'en if the eruption resumed it would not re-initiate 
this flow. 
"The clock would go back to zero and the volcano would have to start 
all over again," he said. 
Walter Yamaguchi, who runs a store in the village and was the only 
person who refused to evacuate, said: 
"If Pele (Madamae Pele, the legendary Hawaiian volcano goddess) had 
wanted to come down, she would have come down. People came every day 
offering to help me move but I said, if she come, let her have it." 
Rev. Frances Vaughan, who refused to allow a small historic church to 
be moved out of the path of the ffow, said such an act would violate the 
Hawaiian attitude of acceptance of whatever Pele would bring. 
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( · ... The Power and the Glory ) 
'Temptations' Trashed 
{cont. from page 11 
president and the Regents. The 
Regents ga final approval of the 
constitution in June.· 
'Swede' Johnson, 'associate 
provost for student affairs, was oi)e 
administration representative to an 
ASUNM-administration con-
ference committee which worked 
out details of the new constitution. 
Representing ASUNM on this 
committee were, among others, 
former ASUNM President Damon 
Tobias and ASUNM , President 
Tom Williams. 
Johnson said that, he had had 
misgivings about the records-
withholding provision prior .to its 
approval when the committeewas 
still discussing it. 
"! really was not solidly behind 
it," Johnson said. 
Johnson said he feared that a 
student's prospective employer 
migh,t be unable to get the student's 
University transcript because of a 
ASUNM Court or senate order to 
withhold the student's records. 
"After I expressed some concern 
about this, I was told that this was a 
privilege they've had for a long time 
(records withholding), and that 
they wanted to continue 
this," Johnson said. "They con-
vinced me that they had operated it 
on a sound basis in the past, and 
that it had been done with complete 
due process." 
Asked if the court and senate had 
had such power under previous 
constitutions, Marshall said, "No, 
this is under the new constitution,:• 
NORTH OLMSTEAD, Ohio 
(UPI) - Parishoners at a Southern 
Baptist Convention Church ridded 
themselves of temptations to sin 
Sunday by pitching the enticements 
-into the rear end of a garbage truck 
that crushed and chewed up the ob-
Asked if· he thought the court jectionable material. 
should have the power to withhold The 400-member congregation of 
records, ASUNM Court Chief the Columbia Road Baptist Church 
Justice Todd Pink said, "This was first had intended to unload the 
someting the Regents (ultimately) items at a holocaust. 
decided. There was also a feeling Instead, they opted for the 
among· the- framers of the new garbage truck -an offering by the 
constitution that the court should city - after officials of this 
have those powers (suspension Cleveland suburb said local law 
from ASUNM office and record prohibits open-air burnings larger 
withholding.)." - than a barbecue. 
"We feel that the Lord is in 
Pink also said, "Maybe they control of our plans," said Rev. 
(framers of the constitution and the John W. Withers after the city 
Regents) thought that by givjng us doused his original bonfire plans. 
this kind of power, we'd have more "We just want to exalt Jesus 
of a deterrent in certain instances Chri~t-" , 
where people have been blatantly 00 Withers, 34_, Pastor at the chu~ch 
ignoring c"ourt orders." - for the l?ast mne years, y.-a_s the first 
· to toss m a set of a biblical com-
Fines imposed by the Elections 
Commission for election vjolations 
have been commonly ignored, Pink 
said. 
"As far as the power to withhold 
records, I frankly can't foresee a 
time when we'll use that," Pink 
said. "The decisions of the court 
can be appealed; we don't have 
absolute dictatorial power.'' 
mentary, "Interpreter's Bible," 
"It contains a critical approach 
to Bible study," he said. It's too. 
liberal for me, 
"It was the primary thing I had 
to get rid of. That was one thing 
that the Lord had laid on my heart. 
I had it for 15 years. I first pur-
chased it in seminary." · 
The !!-volume commentary was 
published about two decades ago by 
a 
for about $200. 
· Among the other enticements 
disposed of as part of the evening 
church service wer.e: bikini 
swimming suits, · smoking pipes, 
pictures of religious temples, hard 
rock records, an ouija board and an 
accompanying planchette and 
pornographic magazines, according 
to Withers. 
f "The primary reason is so that 
we'll be able to present Jesus Christ i!= 
as our Lord and savior," Withers ~­
related. "Christians need to live in o 
consistency with Christian living.'' §' 
Immediately after the "of • .:;f 
fensive" items were thrown inside b 
the garbage truck and hauled away g-
to a dump, the parishoners con- -
tinued the first of a six-day revival.~ 
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Editorial 
We Choose Rusk 
The LOBO's choice for mayor is David Rusk. 
After carefully reviewing the credentials of all the mayoral candidates 
and their campaign ideas, we think Rusk would make the best mayor· 
for Albuquerque. 
HIS EXPERIENCE as a state representative would tie 'e1dremely 
beneficial to the city. Rusk has an excellent rapport in the legislature 
and would be best able to get i.ncreasod banefits for Albuquerque. 
Rusk displayed a number of bright and innovative ideas during the 
campaign. Some of his goals would be difficult to attain, but we find his 
innovative ideas a refreshing change from the political one-upmanship 
and mudslinging games played by the other candidates. 
RUSK IS concerned with the people of Albuquerque rather than big 
business and land developers. His ideas on the development of more 
neighborhood projects would be beneficial to the citizens of 
Albuquerque. 
Rusk proved himself a competent administrator during the time he 
directed the manpower program. We were also impressed by his ability 
to get ·the governor's reorganization plan pushed through the 
legislature. 
David Rusk would make an excellent mayor. 
KEN KIESLING is our choice for councilman in Dist. 3, the 
University area. 
Kiesling is a newcomer to Albuquerque, but we believe he under-
stands the problems of the people in Dist. 3. 
Kiesling has promised to push for a civilian police-review board to 
investigate allegations of police brutality. We do not believe that the 
police harass the citizens very often, but a civilian review board's im-
partial judgement might rid Albuquerque of police brutality altogether. 
KIESLING HAS ALSO said he will try to get the city to increase 
services on its bus !!YStem. He said he would like to see Sunday bus 
s.ervice in the city and would push for such a measure in the City 
Council. o . 
The University has caused its parking problem and the University 
should solve it, is KiE!_sling's ideas. on the UNM parking situation. 
Kiesling is the only candidate for the Dist. 3 seat who has come up with 
an intelligent statement on this problem and he is the only candidate to 
take the time to study it. We believe Kiesling would be an ally to 
students at City Hall. 
Irresponsible Act 
.The failure·o1 several ASUNM senators to show up for last Wed-
nesday night's senate meeting was a totally irresponsible act which 
makes us wonder how effective this year's senate is going to be. 
Despite having a backlog of atleast 19 appropriation bills, only 12 of 
17 senators showed up for the. meeting. This did not equal quorum, and 
so action on these crucial bills was not taken. 
. Sens. Tad Howington, Rudy. Martinez, Zach McReynolds, Rick 
Anaya and Marilyn Sullivan did not appear for the meeting. 
ANAYA CANNOT be faulted for' missing the meeting because there 
was a death in his family. That's why he didn't make it and that is an 
understandable reason. 
McReynolds also had what we consider a valid excuse. He was at-
tending a wedding reception for his mother. · 
ASUNM President Tom Wiliams said Sullivan did not attend the 
meeting because she was in class. We do not consider this a valid 
excuse. We are sure Sullivan knew the time of ASUNM meetings when 
she ran for senate and should have scheduled her classes around it, 
WE HAVE BEEN unable to contact Howington or Martinez 10 find 
their reasons, so we don't know why they missed. However, they 
should have contacted Senate President Dave Garcia to tell him why 
they would be unable to attend. 
The senate has reached a orucial point of the semester. The contro-
versy over a number of appropriation bills is at a height. Several groups 
have been on the senate agenda for a month, but have not come up yet 
tiecause of legal and political hassles. 
WILLIAMS IS trying to push a number of good, innovative ideas 
through the senate this year and has met some opposition. It's a shame 
Williams has been unable to get some of his dynamic ideas passed, but 
at least his opposition is fighting him on solid grounds - that of basic 
philosophical difference. 
But we cannot condone the senate for fighting Williams by simply 
not showing up for the meeting. There are several good senators in this 
year's senate, It's just a shame a few bad ones are giving the whole 
group a bad name. 
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Attend City Meeting 
Editor: 
I would like to encourage all U NM students to attend tonight's City 
Council meeting. The issue of pedestrian safety is expected to come up 
at that time. The meeting will begin at 4 p.m. at the City Hall building at 
400 Marquette NW. 
Even if you cannot attend,~ you may participate by calling your city 
councillors. They are Patrick J. Baca- Dist. 1, Joe R. Abeyta- Dist. 
2, Solomon W. Brown - Dist. 3, Thomas W. Hoover - Dist. 4, 
Sondra L. West- Dist. 5, Alan B. Reed- Dist. 6, Allen D. Krumm-
Dist. 7, Jim S. Delleney- Dist. 8, Marion M. Cottrell - Dist. 9. 
I would also like to thank David Miller of New Mexico PIRG for his 
cooperation on this matter. 
Leonard E. Garcia 
Lobby Committee Chairperson 
Homecoming Voice 
Editor: 
Most students on this campus probably do not know that home-
coming is Oct. 15; and that's not very far away. The main reason for 
this is that the student homecoming committee has no funds. Due to 
the wisdom and foresight of the J,.I.SUNM Senate they are again in 
deficit before the homecoming committee has been funded. 
The senate complains that homecoming fails to involve any large 
numbers of students, yet they appropriate no money for it which 
prevents the committee from advertising adequately, which in turn 
curtails student involvement. 
The excuse now is that there is no money left. But even so, before 
the deficit occurred, the senate was unable to appropriate even a . 
$1,000 to what is a potentially all-campus event. How unfortunate that 
the few senators who support homecoming were thwarted in their 
efforts by such immature tactics as wa111 .. outs from senate meeting. ' 
Why are special interest groups such as the Inter-fraternity Council 
and the Black Student Union funded so much in proportion to the small 
percehtage of students they represent, while the Homecoming 
Committee, that is trying to involve the entire campus, is funded so 
little? 
Another favorite senate complaint is that the Alumni Association has 
too big a hand in student homecoming. The reason they do is that year 
after year they are turned to and asked to bail the Student Homecoming 
Committee out of financial difficulty. They pay for a large percentage of 
OUR homecoming, so therefore gain the right of their input. 
The members of the student committee have again, as in the past, 
worked their tails off to provide a program for the students of UNM. We 
thank the Popular Entertainment Committee, the Alumni Assoication, 
the Administration, the UNM Bookstore, and ASUNM President Tom 
Williams for monetary support. 
Charles E. Padilla 
Julie C. Lenhart 
Demos CoverageBad 
Editor: ' 
The UNM Student Veteran's Association finds tl'te press coverage of 
Judge Demos' disability payment an insentive (sic) and deplorable slur 
on a fine man. He earned that payment and whether he gets the 
payment while he is running for mayor is of no concern one way or the 
other. 
His whole record of public service has been a record of compassion 
and willingness to help those in need. We have faith that he will con-
1inue to do so and we unreservedly endorse him for mayor. 
Rolando Benavidez 
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For District 3 
City Council Candidates State Platforms 
Kenneth Kiesling 
"I'm proud that I've never been 
a member of a government 0\gency, 
"said Kenneth Kiesling. "Many 
times they're not efficient and 
waste time and money.'' 
· But Kiesling is. running for city 
councilman because he said it 
would give him the opportunity to 
introduce legislation that otherwise 
wouldn't be· introduced. Kiesling 
also promises to put.in 40 hours a 
week as councillor if elected. 
He said crime can be reduced by 
creating community units to work 
with police and by establishing 
more crime-prevention programs. 
If elected, Kiesling said he will work 
to establish a civilian police-review 
board to investigate allegations of 
police brutality. Presently, only Kenneth Kiesling 
police review the cases and he said ibility to solve it, said Kiesling. He 
there is a need for some type of said the University should con-
neutral board. centrate on providing parking for 
Kiesling said bus services in the · students instead of constantly 
city must be expanded and routes constructing new buildings. 
revamped. He said he believes He said the construction of 
Sunday bus services are needed, as police substations sounds like a . 
well as an education program on •. good idea, but that people should 
ecology and mass transit. "Just be consulted on whether they are 
because buses are there, it doesn't willing to pay for them. Kiesling 
mean people will use them." said many times councilors vote the 
UNM has caused the parking opposite way their constituents 
problem and shirked its respons- have indicated thev would like them 
Solomon Brown-
Incumbent councilor Dr. 
Solomon Brown has served on the 
city council since July when he was 
appointed to finish the term of Jack 
Kolber!, who resigened to accept a 
job in California. • 
Brown said h'e believes adequate 
education is a long-run solution to 
the unemployment problem in the 
district. He said skill centers should 
be built in the district, and that 
UNM may be able to establish an 
evening division in the south 
Broadway area similar to one the 
University of Albuquerque had 
years back. 
In order to help people maintain 
jobs, Brown suggested that the 
Comprehensive Employment and 
Training Administration (CET A) 
establish a program to monitor the 
progress of employes, and detect 
troubles early. 
He said crime could be reduced 
Mel Aragon , 
Mel Aragon. 
Crime and unemployment are the 
issues of principal concern to the 
residents of District three, said Mel 
Aragon. 
Aragon said there are poor 
police-community relations in the 
area, and that too many inexperi-
LOBO photos M. Kuihn·e;· 
I Dr. Solomon Brown by increasing the number of 
patrolmen and building police 
substations.Brown said neigh-
borhood associations should be 
formed to "bring the resources of 
mind and body to bear on the 
enced police officers are assigned to 
work there. He said experienced 
patrolman had been working in the 
area in the past, and would like the 
city to return to its former practice 
of using only experienced men in, 
the district. The district has a large 
number of Blacks and Chicanos. 
Aragon said the Comprehensive 
Training Employment Commission 
(CETA) employment program is 
not working. "They're asking for 
too many qualifications and many 
people are turned away," he said. 
He said the Chamber of Com-
merce should work to locate in· 
dustry in the south valley. 
Aragon said several city depart-
ments such as the Paving and Water 
Depts. are overspending money, 
and that this money could be used 
to improve the city's transit system. 
He favors instituting zero-based 
budgeting. 
He has taken no stand on the de-
criminalization of marijuana, and 
said he favors the use of police sub-
stations in the city. 
. . 
" 
to vote. He said· it would be his 
policy to frequently consult with his 
constituent~ on how they would like 
him to vote, and favor providing an 
expense account for councilors to 
publicize con~.tituency meetings. 
Kiesling said he favors imposing 
fines for the possession of less than 
an ounce of marijuana. He opposed 
using New Mexico as a nuclear 
waste dump site and' transporting 
nuclear "'~'te through the city. 
problem." The associations, said 
Brown, would also work to im-
prove police-community relations. 
Brown said he would like to see 
the return of a police "store-front 
office" that the city had 10 to 15 
years ago. Officers assigned to the 
office would attend social func-
tions, make speeches, and be ac-
cessable to complaints by citizens. 
Brown said he has proposed the 
formation of a victim-assistance 
board composed of non-paid 
volunteers to persue police records 
and render assistance to crime 
victims. He said the board could 
help with legal-aid refferrals, 
medical assistance, replacing stolen 
credit cards, and counseling when 
needed. 
He said the parking problem 
around UNM would have to be 
resolved by the state. The city, said 
Brown, does not have the money 
for a parking facility and is under 
the constraints of state statutes. A 
parking facility will have to be 
built, he said, but the state must 
bear the cost. 
Aragon said he was not familiar 
with the parking problems around 
UNM, but that the University 
should explore the possibility of 
using land east of University 
Boulevard to solve the problem. 
Eloy Duran 
Eloy Duran said he thinks unemployment arid the lack of parking 
facilities arc the two main issues in the District three campaign. 
, H~ favors issuing citations for possession of less than an ounce of 
marr]uana, and·supports the idea of building police substations in different 
areas of the city. 
Duran said vacant lots between Garfield Avenue and Central Avenue 
could be used to alleviate the parking problems in the area. Also he 
suggests that land east of University Boulevard could be used for parki~g. 
Duran. said crime in District three can be reduced through youth em-
ployment programs, and that the Albuquerque Skill Center should be more 
flexible in providing assistance to persons interested in attending; and•that 
poverty levels should not always be used as a gauge. 
T_oo many police officers are within· the confines of the main police 
statron and should be assigned patrol duties, said Duran. "Civilians 
should be hired to handle some of the desk jobs." · 
Durall. said the city has a large detective force and some detectives should 
be assigned patrol duties. He also expressed support for the use of police 
substations. 
Once upon a time there 
were sports cars and back 
roads and 25~-a-gallon 
gas. 
That's all behind us. 
But today 
there's a new 
kind of fun 
called Puch. 
THE 
Puch (it 
orhymes with 
book) is a moped. 
Which means it has pedals like a bicycle and a motor 
like your motorboat. 
So now instead of "puff-puff-puffing" around town 
like the bike riders do, you can go "puch-puch-puching" 
all over God's creation with a smile on your face and 
the wind in your hair. • 
It's so much fun we almost hate to mention econo-
mies like up to 150 miles per 
gallon of fuel, and practically 
no maintenance. 
We've got Puchs in all kinds 
of nice colors and we'd love to 
have you take one for a test 
ride soon. 
It's been a long time since 
this much fun made this 
much sense. 
~PUCH .. ~·.THE 
MAXIMUM 
. MOPED .. 
4511 4th Street NW 
SHERWIN SHEYENNES 
MEN~S AND LADIES~ 
WESTERN BOOTS 
* Various colors and styles 
* Handcrafted in Mexico 
* All leather 
25'% 
Oct. 3-8 
OFF MANUFACTURERS 
SUGGESTED RET AIL 
PIUCE WITH THIS 
AD. 
While Supply Lasts 
· Full line of Western Work and Fashion Boots 
We also do professional boot repair and rebuilding 
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Campus Crime Varied, Sporadic 
By ROBERT ALMY 
LOBO Staff Writer 
There is no set pattern to the 
crime on the UNM campus, said 
Inspector Bob Raymond of the 
UNM police, after reviewing a week 
..0 
" of campus crimes. !!. "The number of offenses and the 
areas of the campus where they 
occur fluctuate each week," 
Raymond ·said. 
During the last week 11 
violations of the law were reported 
to the UNM police. In the previous 
week there were five and two weeh 
ago there were eight. 
Besides other duties . during the 
last seven da§;-Tile UNM police 
received reports of two stolen 
bicycles, four burgularies from 
automobiles, two stolen purses, one 
stolen wallet, a stolen ring and a 
teleghone thrown through a 
window. 
Raymond said, "Generally 'the 
victim does not secure his property. 
If people would take more 
precautions, they would eliminate 
the larceny of personal property," 
Raymond said that many times 
windows or doors will be left open 
or unlocked, bicycles will be locked 
with a small chain and lock, and 
valuables will be left on the front or 
back seat of an automobile. "Some 
people just don't use their common 
sense about securing their 
property," he said. 
In the last seven days a bicycle 
was stolen from an unlocked room 
in Johnson Gymnasium. Another 
bicycle was stolen from the patio of 
DeVargas dormitory. The bicycle 
was secured with· a cable and lock 
but w~;;···not registered with the 
operation identification program of 
the Albuquerque Police Dept. This 
can be done by the UNM police .• 
A purse was stolen by a female 
suspect at a Sunday performance in 
Popejoy Hall. The victim allegedly 
left her purse in her seat next to the 
suspect during intermission, police 
said. 
Also during the last week a 
· woman left her $200 ring on the 
wash basin ill' a bathroom at the 
College of Education only to return 
later to find it was missing. 
Raymond said, "Very few people 
make a list of their valuable 
property and keep this list at home. 
Put down on a list the description 
and serial number of property as 
you buy it." When property is 
recovered police use such • iden-
tifying information to locate the 
owner. 
. ENGINEERING GRADUATES, 
WORK IN A PLACE WORTH WRITING HOME ABOUT. 
In Saudi Arabia you'll be near the cradle 
of civilization. 
You'll see awe-inspiring sights such 
as the carved cliff tombs of Madain Salih, 
created over 2,000 years ago some 600 
kilometers north of Jiddah. 
You'll have plenty of time to explore, 
too, because you'll have a 40-day paid 
vacation and 12 paid nolidays each year. 
· You'll have money enough to travel in 
style. Your base salary will be competitive 
wilh what you can eam in !he States. Plus, 
you'll receive a. generous lox-protected 
expatriate premium. 
That means your Saudi Arabian take-
home pay will be approximately equal to 
your gross pay in the States. 
In addition, you'll be close to the 
world's lop vacation spots. Travel through-
out the Middle East. Or fly to Rome, Paris 
and London. Or visit India to the east, 
Africa to the west. 
We'll even fly you back to the States, 
free, while you're vacationing. 
You'll be working for the world's larg· 
est oil producing company, and one of 
the fastest growing. Currently, we have 
over $20 billion worth of projects under 
way in Saudi Arabia, and advancement 
opportunifies are exceptional. 
· We're looking for Mechanical, 
Geological, Chemical, Electrical, and 
Petroleum Engineers with bachelor's, 
master's, or Ph.D. degrees. If you're 
graduating this fall, spring, or sum-
mer, we'd like to talk to you. 
Additional information is available 
now in your career planning office. 
ARAMCO 
SERVICES COMPANY 
1100 Milam Building, Houslon, Texas 77002 
OUR REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE ON CAMPUS ON WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER$, 
-----..- ---
For Unemployment Approach 
Carter Called C.autious ~ ?;:: 
B. 
Speaker's Comm. 
Has Seat Opening 
A. UNM student resigned from the ASUNM Speaker's Committee, 
lea VJng one open seat to be filled, Damon Tobias committee chair-
person, said Friday. ' · 
Tobias said any full-time student, or part time UNM student who 
has paid the $14 activity fee for this semester, is eligible. 
WASHINGTON (UPI)--AFL-
CIO President George Meany said 
Sunday Carter· built up the ex-
pectations of Blacks and the poor 
last year when he said he would 
take a "bold" approach to 
unemployment, but then turned 
cautious once elected. 
TV's "Face the Nation." , 
"When Carter got elected, we 
found ;t very cautious approach --
Don't rock the boat, don't move 
too ·fast. Then the big priority 
became the balancing of the 
budget." 
aa new minimum wage agreement 8 
and are working on labor law . ti 1 
reform, which will make union ~ 
organizing easier in the South. .t" 
g. 
He said interested students should apply by early next week at the 
st?dent government office, room 242 of the SUB. Tobias said ap-
pl!cants should plan to spend between four and six hours each week; 
With the Speaker's Committee. . "I think the Black leaders have 
every right to be ·disappointed.'' 
Meany said in an interview on CBS-
Meany said, however, he expects 
unemployment may drop one 
percentage point within the next 
year from the present rate of 7.1 
percent. 
a Meany was sharply critical of 
Cl)fter for planning an overseas trip 0 
that will take him to some coun- ~ 
tries, such as Brazil, whose rule ·: 
conflicts with his position on w 
human rights. 
Amateurs 
Prevail 
Aft~r Explosives Plant Goes Up for Sale He noted that labor and the administration have hammered out "I'm a little bit confused by the foreign policy really, "said Meany. 
Hercules Bursting 
I n -p 0 p ej 0 y HERCULES, Calif. (UPI) - This little town has so much money it 
hardly knows what to do with it. 
OPTICAL 
Ophthalmic Optician · Nine out of every ten perfor-
mances in Popejoy Hall are per-
formed by amateurs, said Popejoy 
Director William Martin. 
"The bulk of Popejoy Hall's use 
is by community and University 
organizations," Martin said. The 
locally - produced performances 
at Popejoy include those done by 
the Classic's Theater, Childern's 
Theater, the Civic Light Opera 
members and the Opera Theater, he 
said. 
Almost one-half of the members 
in the Symphony Orchestra are 
faculty and staff in the music dept. 
he said. The rest are professionals· 
from around town. 
"We try to let our audiences have 
a trip around the world, Martin 
said. "Totally-professional 
programs are brought in from all 
over.'' 
Martin named Russia, Ireland, 
France and Belgium as some of the 
countries which bring presentations 
to Popejoy Hall. He emphasized 
The prosperity is new however. Hercules was never a popular place to be 
- who wanted to live next to one of the biggest explosives factories in the 
world? . 
Located on San Pablo Bay east of San Francisco and north of Berkeley, 
Hercules' only distinction was being the world's largest manufacturer of 
high explosives in WWI and one of the big ones in WWII. 
But the explosive~ factory is gone now - a victim of peace. The Her-
cules Co., tried switching to fertilizer, and then finally sold its big plant. 
One of the companies that came in was the Pacific Refining Co., a major 
supplier of fuel oils. It designated Hercules as its "point of sale," thus the 
city gets a share of the sales tax generated by the company - in this case a 
little less than $2 million. 
A couple of other new firms boosted Hercules income from sales taxes to 
$2.5 million. This compares with $7,000 that used to be returned from sales 
taxes, and it looks pretty g.ood against the city's annual budget of 
$745,450. 
The city tax rate was dropped 25 per cent. School taxes have gone down, 
and the city agreed to pick up sewer and fire district taxes that used to be 
paid by residents. 
The area around the explosives factory used to be left vacant for fear 
someday the plant would go. It is now being developed for residential and 
business use. The town now has 1,659 residents and is growing. 
While many suburbs around metropolitan areas are trying to restrict 
growth, Ralph Snyder, Hercules city manager, says, "We have a somewhat 
different philosophy. It is one of the principles of our council's thinking 
that we can provide a place for all types of housing and all economic 
levels." 
' . 
One Day Service Possible 
Quality Eyewear 
1410-A Wyoming Blvd. NE 
(Wyoming and Constitution) 
Phone: 296-6757 
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:30to 5:30 
Sat. 10:00 to 1:00 
. 
Faculty • Staff • Student Discounts 
that New York City supplies most ********' *** 
of the professional entertainers who ******************* . appear at Popejoy. ~ · )f. 
Fourteen of the 15 professional ~ 'oL 
performances scheduled ·for the i( II D ~ 
1977-1978 school year will be at ThcrowillbeaSCECmO<HngTues.Oct.4a<7:30 ~ Do Qf ays * 
Popejoy, Martin Martin said. The p.m. In tho sun Rm. 231 o & E. or. J. Smith will i(~ · "'-
give a pl1:'senlation on spctial education in China. ......-UNM Arena will be the location for "'-
"Queen Elizabeth II Silver Jubilee Applications for NEH youth grants are due Nov. ~ ~ 
.. IS. Academic affiliation or degree is not necessary, ~ ""-
and Royal Tattoo" because Pope- Proposals should c:onccrn research or application of ~ ..,.-
joy Hall seats 2,000 people, and humanistic knowledge. ~ * 
Martin says he expects more than Liberal ans grad. students planning to teach at the ! Are h ere I' n the u n 'I 0 n "'-2,000 Will attend the performance college level are eligible for 1978·79 Danforth FelloW· ~ ~ 
rat;;;;t;;;;he;;;;A;;;;r;;;;e. n;;;;a;;;;on;;;;T;;;;h;;;ur;;;sd;;;a;;;y,;;;N;;;o;;;v .;;;3;;;. ;;;;::;;;~;;;~f;;;;.~is;;;;DJ':';;;;d;;;;linc;;;;is;;;;No;;;v.;;;;l5=. C;;;;on;;;;tac=t R=od=ma=nS=nca=d;;wat ~ D u r i n g t h is en t i r e wee k Q II ~ 
ASUN.M SJ)eaker.s and PEC Present ~ three dining focilitieS in the ~ 
~ Student ·Union Building * 
October 10, 1 
Popejoy Hall 
8:15 p.m. 
Tickets Available At All Ticketmaster Locations 
Albuquerque's first major 
lase~·light experience 
Tickets 
saso and saoo 
with s1.00 UNM student discount 
1C * 
1C * ~ will be featuring ~ 
1e Dollar Do.Ys * ~ Look for the ~ 
~ BIG· BARGAIN SPECIAL ~ 
1C ·* ~ A greot lunch for oni,Y $1 ~ 
~ SAVE 15%-20% ~ 
~ over regulor price ~ 
1C ~ 
1C The New mexico Union Food Service * ~ The Coso.Del Sol- Upper Level ~ 
1e The Tio Vivo - ffioin Floor ~ ~ . Th€- Pronto - Lower Level _ ~ 
\***************************** 
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An.Auspicious Debut 
"Terence Boylan" I Asylum Records 7E-1091 
By ROBERT SPIEGEL 
As a first album, self~produced and containing all original material, 
..; Terence Boylan is remarkably good. For that matter, it is an album to be & proud of at any stage of a career. lt is unusual to see someone appear on 
p.. the record scene so completely realized. 
The album tends to be more a fusion of styles than a step in a new 
direction. · Boy{(m has obviously paid close attenti(!n to predecessors 
Jackson Browne, Jessie Colin Young and Boz Scaggs. Bringing in various 
aspects of the recording,. arranging and songwriting techniques of these 
artists, Boylan is able to develop a sound not only full and complete, b.ut 
totally his own. 
His songs, as he puts it, are "partially romantic, partially realistic, and 
wl!ol/y autobiographical. " Dealing basically with relationships to people 
and places, Boylan moves easily from impressionistic images to direct 
description. His orchestration is professional and natural. 
The performers are well-chosen back-up musicians, including th'e 
Eagles' Don Henley and members of the L.A. Express. Though Boylan's 
songwriting is not nearly as strong as Jackson Browne's this album is a clue 
to how Browne might sound if his production was as brilliant as his 
writing. · 
Terence !Joy/an is a fine break into the album arena. 
~--------~----------------, I . I 
1 Use Your Power ... Use Your Vote 1 
I Reelect I I I 
I • I 1 Harry Kmney 1 
i Tomorrow (Oct. 4) ! 
I What Has He Done For You? I 
J • Provided 1,400 summer jobs through OCET A (Off'l.ce of I 
I Comprehensive Employment and Training I 
I Administration) 1 
1 • Acquired 1,000 acres during the past three years for I 
I recreational purposes. 1 
I * Implemented the-Bikeway Committee Plan for bike paths· I 
1 and lanes throughout the City 
I • Established Office of Youth Development in conjunction I 
I with the city, county and public schools. I 
J Keep Albuquerque Great! I 
I VoteFor I 
I I 
1 Harry Kinney 1 
I I 1 (Paid for by Kinney for Mayor Committee, 1 
1 . Warren Graham, Treasurer) 1 
~-------------------------~ 
A(U~ [l[J)WCJ)~ 
~[l(J)~~[l ~[l~~[l~. 
Vanities: A Time Potttalt 
.By HARRIET A. MOLDOV And things do change. Six years 
For every generation, there is one later, the three .. are reunited at a 
day in history that will always stand "tea party" in a New York gartden 
out in its memory. For our parents, apartment. Joanne has, outwardly 
it was December 7, 1941. I, for one, at least, fulfilled her lifelong dream 
will never forget where I was when I of marriage and children; Mary has 
heard that the President had been settled down, after wandering 
shot. The first act of the play around Europe and, sleepin!l, ijer. 
Vanities, currently at the way from Paris to Amsterdam, to 
Albuquerque Little Theatre, takes financial security in the ownership 
place on that particular day, when of a pornographic (but chic) art 
·an age of innocence died along with gallery. As Mary puts it, when 
John Kennedy. Kathy extols the "joy of 
The time: the 60's; the music: the motherhood," Mary has known 
Supremes; the hairdo: bouffant, ''the relief of abortion." Thus. they 
heavilly sprayed, with the reveal to each other just how far 
obligatory little velvet ribbon bow apart they have grown. 
right there. Picture three cheer- And what of Kathy, the third of 
leaders rehearsing for a southern the original identical trio? After 
high school pep rally; nostalgically getting her degree in P .E., she 
remember a bygone morality which taught for a while,. then realized she 
said being a majorette hated kida, quit, and is now doing 
nothing, while living in an ex-
pensive apartment owned by "a 
friend." Joanne insists on main-
taining her pretense of a perfect 
life, but her friends know the truth: 
her husband has been unfaithful 
(with Mary) and she has a drinking 
problem. She runs back home to 
the relative safety of Connecticut 
suburbia, leaving her friends to -
toast the "good old days - let's 
forget them.'" 
The play opened in New York in 
March of 1976 and is "still running. 
It was written by Jack Heifner, 
directed by Larry Carpenter and co-
proouced by James A. Doolittle (of 
the Huntington-Hartford Theatre 
in Hollywood) and Kathy Garver 
(who also plays Joanne). 
TV sitcom addicts will probably 
(cont. on page 9) 
"automatically makes a girl 'easy'-
"and that you couldn't yell "all the 
way" at the rally because "what 
would people think?" It was a time 
when being pretty, having a car, 
long eyelashes, long nails, and long 
hair guaranteed popularity (quick, 
somebody, tell me times have 
changed). 
Catnegle Countty 
then came the broken an-
nouncement over the high school 
P .A. system: "The President has 
been shot." Incredulously: "The 
president of the Student Council 
has been shot?? In dallas? But I 
just saw him in English!" 
Clarification: " ... but the football 
game will · be held tonight, as 
scheduled," Sighs of relief: 
"Thank god." 
Shift in time to "flip" hairdo's, 
Doris Day, and a sorority house in 
the spring of 1968. The same three 
young women, now sorority sisiers 
(Kappa Kappa Gamma - Keys to 
the Kingdom of God) are still more 
concerned with the relative merits 
of Revlon vs. Estee Lauder than 
with the air of civil unrest outside in 
the real world. They are deter-
mined to keep their world the same: 
"no flower children, no drugs, no 
guitar play~rs" will be allowed to 
intrude. Only one of them briefly 
wonders how things will change 
after their college graduation. 
"Country Comes to Carnegie 
Hali"IRoy Clark, 
Freddy Fender, Hank Thompson, 
Don Williams/ 
ABC Records D0-208712 
by ROBERT SPIEGEL 
With a line up like this, how 
could they miss? Country Comes 
To Carnegie Hall is an impressive 
and well packaged collection of 
country music, recorded live in New 
York City, of all places. This two-
record set is divided into four parts, 
one side for each artist. 
Hank Thompson opens the 
album with a set of some of the best 
swing music around. These are all 
Thompson classics, including 
"Green Light" and "A Six Pack 
To Go" which he wrote· himself. 
With 25 years in at country swing, 
Thompson is flawless, and his 
band, the Brazos Valley Boys, are 
exceptional. Thompson's side is the 
highlight of the album. 
Freddy Fender puts in a good set 
on side two, but it's a bit rough. He 
lacks the natural confidence· and 
polish of Thompson. • 
The fastest licks come on side 
three with Roy Clark: What this 
side lacks in continuity and grace it 
makes up for it with Clark's guitar 
We're Open! 
Public Skating 
M·F 12·3 pm. & 8-10 p.rh. 
Sat. & Sun. 2-4 p.m. & 8-10 p.m. 
Admission 
$150 for adults 
$1.00 for children under 12 
Skate Rentals SOc 
Campus groups 
• • • • 
Why not have an 
ice skating party? 
For infomi.ation call: 
David Foster 
255-2715 
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
work and banjo player Buck 
Trent's amazing instrumental, 
"Banjo Buck." 
Don Williams closes the album 
with a soft set of tender ballads. 
Leaning toward folk, Williams 
music seems more at home in New 
York than Thompson, Fender or 
Clark. 
The album is a fine package that 
represents a wide range of country. 
There might not be the hoots and 
hollars of a Southern audience 
here, but the Big Apple warmly 
receives these.out-of-towners. 
' . 
Freddy Fender 
Sessions 
''Ronnie Sessions'' /Ronnie 
Sessions/MCA Records MCA 2285 
By ROBERT SPIEGEL 
I suppose the "Ronnie Sessions" 
album could be called country, but 
country is a terribly big word now, 
encompassing everything from 
Tammy Wynette to Jerry Jeff 
Walker. 
Actually, Sessions' music is 
closer to early rock and roll, the 
lighter, pre-Beatles music, leaning 
more toward Gene Pitney than 
Chuck Berry. 
The music is spirited and well-
played by an impressive line up of 
Nashville musicians. the sqng 
chgices are also good, including a 
wild version of Tony Joe White's" 
'Cause Makin' Love ls Good For 
You." . 
But Sessions' voiCe is rather un-
distinctive. Not that the vocals are 
bad, there is just no sense of 
identity. Perhaps this will come 
later for Sessions, It would cer-
tainty· add to his free and eas" 
" country rock and roll. 
Actor Albert Finne,y 
Ho.s the music in· Him 
. "Albert Finney's Album "!Albert Finney/Motown M6-88961 
By JANE QUESNEL 
The word actor seems to have become synonymous these days with the 
word musician, whether as singer, performer, or composer. Albert Finney 
is not the first to embark on a musical career after a thorough grounding in 
the theater, but he is certainly not new to the field either. · 
Often ·hailed as "the new Olivier" (although he'd prefer to be called 
~'the new Finney"), he considered an athletic career until a headmaster 
convinced him to audition for the Royal Academy. of Dramatic Art in 
London. 
~he result was. a two-y~ar scholarship, and the beginning of a long and 
frmtful career With the hkes of fellow .students Peter O'Toole and Alan 
Ba~s. · 
Williams 'A Sutptise' 
"Classics" I Paul Williams/ A&M forward to hearing a couple of old 
SP-4701 hits by the Carpenters redone, ! 
By JANE QUESNEL 
seriously doubted it had been wise 
for Mr. Williams to sing Barbara 
Streisand's "Evergreen," even if he 
did write the lyrics. 
Nearly all songwriters seem to Well, .n'Ot only can he turn out a 
have an incessant urge to sing their good song or set of lyrics, Paul can . 
own material. Sometimes, as in the sing them too. Classics is comprised 
ranks of Neil Diamond, Jim Croce, of songs taken from four previous 
and Melissa Manchester, it's a albums, as well as the theme from 
winning combination; other times it A Star is Born and the new "With 
can be disastrous. 
. . . . One more Look at You," com-
So 1t was w1th m1x~d emotions posed by Williams and Ken Ascher. 
that I approached th1s album _by Not just a r.andom sampling of hits, 
Paul ·williams. Though lookmg . this is truly the best of Paul After making his London debut 
in 1958 with Charles Laughton in 
The Party, he made his screen 
debut the following year with 
Laurence Olivier in The Enter-
tainer. Dozens of stage and screen 
credits spon follo_wed. 
0 k S h m d Williams. zo.r s et,t e 00 "RainyDaysandMondays"uses 
a very contemoporary string 
"Yarbrough Mountain"/Karl 
Kopp/ 
The Baleen Press 
By ROBERT SPIEGEL 
"Driving West on 1-40 
I should be home 
chopping wood" 
I have to agree with Karl Kopp arrangement by Ken Ascher. It 
when he says, "By the time you lends an exotic air (not duplicated 
have finished, if you read it straight elsewhere on the album) to this 
through, you will have a good sense overplayed song, as the strings 
of the place. And read it straight · point up the poignancy of the lyrics 
through, because I planned it care- without getting overly sentimental 
fully." Not only do you get a good · ortrite. 
sense of the place, you get a good 
sense of this excellent poet. 
However, even in the beginning, 
Finney was · closely jnvolved with 
music. One of his first stage 
triumphs was in a London musical 
entitled The Lily White Boys, in 
which he distinguished himself 
vocally as well as dramatically. 
More recently, he displayed his 
keen talents as "Scrooge," in the 
film of the same name based upon 
Dicken's A Christmas Carol. 
Now, 41, Finney has just finished 
his · first album for Motown, ap-
propriately titled Albert Finney's 
Album .. He wrote the lyrics for all 
12 songs, which were then expertly 
set to music by the talented Denis 
King, who also arranged, 
produced, and conducted the 
album. In this project, Finney has 
revealed himself to be a sensitive 
poet, and in each cut he ably 
succeeds in portraying moods 
which run the gamut from political 
satire to first love. 
"Home is Yarbrough Mountain 
in the Ozark Mountains in 
Arkansas .where poet Karl Kopp ' 
spent 2Vl years. The quote is from 
his collection of poems, Yarbrough 
Mountain, a development of his 
experience there. 
Williams has a distinctive singing 
style flavored by his own charming 
brand of English accent, -- an 
accent which grows on you. After a 
couple of playings you'll find 
yourself starting to say "nothyp to · 
do, " and· "hangun around." His 
voice low and mellow, and with an 
unexpected depth for one so small, 
Paul sings each song with the 
exuberance or the sensitivity 
warranted, resulting in several fine 
cuts. 
Finney's songs all carry a 
message, some driving a point 
home more strongly than others. 
The opening cut, "But I Was A 
Child, " is one of the more 
dramatic. Finney describes what 
were perhaps his own feelings as a 
child during the London blitz. War 
is seen through a child's eyes as 
something wondrous, something to 
be marveled at, subtly hinting at the 
allure of the grown-up world. 
"We'll Be Okay" opens with the 
premise that the four-minute warn-
ing has sounded and a bomb is on 
the way. Political speech is inter-
spersed with the reassurance that as 
long as the Minister of State is in 
control, "we'll be okay." This is 
one of the songs that Denis King set 
to a gaudy music-hall background, 
proving to be effective at the very 
least. 
Two of the most haunting songs 
are "How Do You Know?" and the 
Polynesian-flavored "The Bird of 
Paradise." The sensitivity of 
Finney's lyrics is easily captured 
and enhanced by Denis King's 
intuitive compositions. 
Every one of the dozen numbers 
is written, sung, and arranged to 
perfection. The songs are carefully 
planned, and while programatic, 
they are arranged for easy listening. 
It's hard. to single out specific 
songs, but recommended cuts 
include "But I Was a Child," 
"What Have They Done (To My 
Home Town?)," "How Do You 
Know, " and a commentary on 
social opinion of those with the 
audacity to be individual, the 
"Crazy Song." 
ffiolkie Co.le 
"Molkie Cole"/JanusJXS-7031 
By GEORGE GESNER 
Most people don't think of 
Cleveland, Ohio as a spawning 
,ground for major musical acts. 
Molkie Cole, like Wild Cherry and 
Michael Stanley Band, comes from 
the area and lean heavily toward the 
English sound. ' 
this commercially oriented pop 
rock group gives themselves a, pat 
on the back with excelfent material, 
which is onlY, weakened by the 
group's inexperi~hce. Rate it B 
plus. 
Throughout the book, Kopp 
manages to represent the mountain 
people in their own words. "I think 
the speech of the people affected 
the way the poems come out on the 
page." I got more into dialogue. I 
was writing in pretty strict meter 
before, and I worked out of that 
with these poems; I got more 
anecdotal," said Kopp. 
Kopp handles his subjects with 
great respect and obvious affection 
without romanticizing their lives or 
inevitable· disappearance. "In 
Yarbrough Mountain the tension 
and problem is that the culture and 
the land is dying. These are old men 
who are dying. The land is being 
ripped off by sawmills. People are 
cutting down hardwood and 
planting pine, ruining the land in 
other words. That's more or less the 
social issue of the book. It's in 
almost every poem," said Kopp. 
There is also a more personal 
development in the book. The 
poems are set chronologically, and 
at first, Kopp is obviously a novice 
to mountain life: 
"but a boy come to fish 
calls 'Hey Mister 
1 You can't swim there 
They's snakes there 
Mister they'll kill yoo." 
As the book progresses the poet 
becomes familiar with the 
mountain and its inhabitants; 
plants, animals and peOple. 
Among the better ones are "An 
Old Fashioned Love Song," "I 
Won't Last a Day Without You," 
"Walking Up Alone," and, sur-
prisingly, his lovely "Evergreen." 
... They Lived In Vain 
fcont. from p.~~ge 81 
remem her Kathy Garver as "Cissy" 
on the series Family Affair. She has 
since been graduated from UCLA 
with a B.A. in Speech and con-
tinued her dramatic studies at the 
prestigious Royal Academy of 
Dramatic Art in London. It is 
gratifying to see that she has grown 
and matured into a fine, talented 
actress. 
Another surprise, as Kathy, is 
Linda Kay Henning, also known as 
"Betty Jo" on Petticoat Junction. 
She has appeared in may plays,. 
among them Gypsy, Applause, and 
Sugar; Linda has also put her con. 
siderable dancing talents to work in 
such musicals as Promises, 
Promises, Carousel and many 
others. In Vanities, hers is the part 
with the most depth, and she does it 
justice, with a light yet slightly 
sardonic touch. 
I have a penchant for saving the 
best for last. Eda Zahl originally 
played Mary in Vanities for the 
Milwaukee Repertory Theatre, She 
has appeared on Broadway in The 
Girl with Jason Robards and 
Maureen Stapleton. . Her other 
credits include Tartuffe, Who's 
Afraid of Virginia Woolf. and Neil 
Simon's The Gingerbread Lady, 
Her performance as Mary, un-
chaste cheerleader to jaded· jet-
setter, was stunning, and a constant 
delight. Remember her name; 
you'll be seeing more of her, and it 
can't be soon enough forme. 
The next show at the 
Albuquerque Little Theatre will be 
Twigs starring Jan Sterling. Tickets 
go on Sale Oct. 3; the show will run 
from Oct. 14 to 30. 
RSUNm 
Film 
Committee 
presents 
In person 
Stan 
Brakhage 
and his art 
Tuesday 
at 7:30 · 
In The 
Union 
(sub) 
Thea tee 
Ret of 
, Seeing With 
One's Own 
Eye's and 
Slnceclty: 
Reel No.1 
ednesday 
at 8:00 
In The 
Union 
(sub) 
Theatre 
Text 
of 
Light 
Stan 
Brakhage 
will be on 
hand at each 
show foe 
questions and -
comments 
. -~-
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~-~ · Lobos Lose by 5 TD 's Again 
I Cougar Aerial Attack Downs Pack 
~ By PETER MADRID Friday night's 54-19 thrashing at Mazzone to tight end· Walt Arnold. Hudspeth who was injured midway 
0 LOBO Sports Editor the hand df the Cougars, puts the The pass from Mazzone to' through second quarter. Lobos 1-3 for the season and 0-1 in Arnold brought the ball down to 
the Wac. the Cougar five where UNM's -~ For the third straight game in a 
p., row, the UNM fo9tball team lost by 
35 points; this week to Western 
Athletic Conference foe Brigham 
Young, 
As expected, Gifford Nielsen, the junior signal caller tossed a pass to 
highly touted BYU quarterback, a pass to split end Preston Dennard 
came out passing. The 6-5 signal for the Score. 
caller burned the Lobo secondary It took Mazzone twelve plays to 
for five touchdown passes to five put the Pack on the scoreboar,d The previous two losses to Texas 
Tech and Colorado were· non-
conference games. But sad enough, 
contacts? 
• New pair or ren8w old 
• Best prices· fast service 
• Hard ·soft· semi·hard 
different receivers. again. 
A capacity crowd of 33,35.2 at The 73-yard scoring drive for the 
Provo's Cougar Stadium watched Lobos was capped by Mazzone 
•Nielsen hit 19-of-23 passess for 273 throwing into the end zone to 
yards. He played only two and on~- sophomore Chris Combs from 
half quarters of the ball game. seven yards out. 
The five scoring strikes Nielsen The last Lobo scoring drive, 
'tossed upped his number of season which went 49 yards after UNM 
TD passes to 13. Nielsen led the recovered an onside kick, was made 
nation last year with 29 TD passes. by freshman Jim Sayers who.toted 
The Lobos, who didn't score the ball in from three yars out. 
until the final stanza of the game, Sayer's services were called upon 
..,....-....._ Next to Casey Drug now have a three game losing when junior fullback Mike 
1 ( 'J'.. C"C::).. · streak, while the Cougars have now Williams was injured midway 
II ~~) t- ~ won three in a row. · through the third quarter. Williams 
"' .,- 'I ~~if'""v""'\ The Lobo's first scoring drive of finished the game with 69 yards in 
· . , ~1\JU the night was set up by a 33-yard 16 carries. 
:r..: .) run by senior tailback Pan Barnes The pack also played without the 
The Cougar's final score came 
when Tod Thompson picked up a 
Lobo onside kick and rambled 45 
yards into the end zone untouched. 
•Nielsen's five TD tosses came on 
completions of 64 yards, six yards, 
four yards, 39 yards and two yards. 
Mazzone, who only had 19 yards 
. passing in the first half, finished the 
tilt with 177 yarc;ls, hitting 12-of-21. , 
UNM coach Bill Mandt said, 
''We just couldn't handle them. 
They did things we knew were 
coming and did them well.~· 
Next weekend the Lobos will play 
at home for the first time- this 
season against WAC foe Arizona 
State. The Cougars travel to 
Oregon State next weekend to play 
a non-conference tilt before 
resuming WAC action against 
Colorado State the following week-
end in Fort Collins, Colo. 
LOBOSTATS 
BYU 
21 . 
8().31j 
302 
:za.n~ 
. '382 
!>41 
1i 
9-73 
,liiii!Me>IICO , 9 ,;.,, 1; D 0 0 19-19 ·Bi:lilliom~OUII "'~ ' '!til 21• 1.iU "..Btu·~·GO.Ler·li'l ·l>io~· from .iliel;., 
lo\Ike .kick) .s:ro:-.c;hronister 6 ll4ls 
from Nielsen (Dulte kick) BYU ~Ander­
son 2 pass from 'Nielsen (pass failed) BYU 
:-, V~Wbuden· 4 pass. from Nielsen 
{pasS failed) )!YU - Thwpson 39 pass 
from Nielsen cNlelsen pnss) BYU- · 
Christensen 3 run (kick failed) BYU . .:. 
Gourey I nm (!luke kick) NM- Dennard 
3 pass from Mazwne (Ha)'lles kick) NM 
_,--Coombs 7-·pass from Mazzone Odclc 
failed) .NM -'- Sanger 4 run (pass failed) 
BYU - Thompson 45 kick return (Duke 
kick) A.- 33352. 
'INDIVIDUAL lEADERS 
R~HING- UNM: Bareneo 15-76, Wtl· 
fllllTis 16-69 Mazzone 22-9; BYU Christen-
son 11-34, Gourley7-29. 
PASSING - UNM: Mmone 12·21-1, 
tn yards, 2 TDs; .. BYU: Nielsen 19-23-0, 
273 yards, 5 TDs, wUson JMJ, 29 yards. 
RtCEIVING- UNM: Sayers 2··39, 
Combs 2,151 Dennard 2-21; BYU: Gourley 
5-104, VanDerWouden 3-20, Thompson 4-
89. ~255~·6YE~~._~~4~3~1~2~Lo~m~as~N~·~E~.~~a;n~d~a~53;-~y;ar~d~a;er~ia;l~fr~q~m~N;o~el services of senior safety Max 
UNM Harriers Fifth; 
Koroso Cap(ures First Navy Officer. You Get Responsibility 
The Moment You 
Get The Stripes. 
A lot of companies will offer you an im· 
port ant sounding title. 
But how many offer you a really im· 
port ant job? 
In the Navy, you get one as soon as you 
earn your commission. A job with respon· 
sibility. A job that requires skill and leader· 
ship. 
There are positions open in nuclear 
ElO we r, c i vi I engineering, aviation and 
business management for qualified in· 
dividuals. 
Starting salary is $11,000 with bonuses in 
select fields. • 
The UNM men's cross-country 
team .finished fifth at the 13-team 
Oklahoma State invitational 
. SaturdaY with Lobo harrier 
Harrison Koroso capturing the 
individual first. 
Koro$.o blazed the five-mile hilly 
course in a time of 25:19. The' 
Arkansas Razorbacks won the team 
championship. 
Lobo teamates Sammy Kipkurgat 
came -in fourth place, David Segura 
was-:2'/th, Stan Waquie was 38th 
and ,all ill Peter Butler finished in 
67th place. 
''UNl\:l coach Bill Silverberg said, 
"If .Pkter (Butler) had finished in at 
least .the top 10, we would have 
won. li' s too bad he had to get 
sick." 
The ·day the Lobos ar~ived in 
Oklahoma, the temperature was 
100 degrees. The day the harriers 
ran, the weather was cold and the 
sky was overcast. 
The course was made up of large 
rolling hills, a wooded area and two 
looPs, one big and one small. 
''Sammy ran real well," 
Silverberg said. "Better than he did 
at Te~-El Paso last weekend." 
The final team standings were as 
follows: Arkansas 77, Oral Roberts 
92, Kansas 105, Oklahoma State 
106, and UNM 128. 
Next week the Lobos host Big- 8 
cross-country power Colorado at 
the Tramway Road Course. Sign up for a personal interview at the 
placement office Oct. 11th & 12th or send 
resume to Officer Programs Officer, Box 8667, 
Albuquerque, N.M. 87108. Frosh Wins Fun Run 
<:;:.-~ 
ATHF. UNIVERSITY Ol' NEW MEXICO 
DEADLINES FOR ....... u"" 
July 1st tot the 
October 15th for the Spi'iiiii 
277·2636 
>. 
by ED JOHNSON in Socorro. 
LOBO Sports Writer Several person -including what 
Socorro -- A picnic like at- appeared to be half of the town of 
mosphere, a birthday, and the Socorro showed up on the New 
UNM women's cross country team Mexico Tech campus and watched 
highlighted Sunday's nine-mile race _about 244 runners make their way 
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* * Sponsored b,Y ~ fREE student activities fRE_E! 
'tc**********************************l 
through the hilly course that in-
cluded a mile stretch of dirt and 
gravel. 
Virginia Middleton celebrated 
her birthday by running a time of 
64:02, almost ten minutes faster 
than what she ran last year. 
Frosh Janet Wroblewski con-
tinued her fine performances by 
coming in first amoong the Lobo 
women with a closing of 62:58. 
Former Lobo Mathew Segura 
came in first overall with an im-
pressive time of 47:53. Segura ran 
his first mile in 4:56. 
But it was nol all roses and 
sunshine as three Lobo women 
overslept and Coach Tony San-
doval decided to leave them behind. 
Susie Vigil, Cindy "Flash" Ash-
by and Katy Huff apparently 
overslept and after Sandoval woke 
them up they decided that they 
would stay behind. 
Sandoval said, "This is the first 
time I've ever done anything about 
them late." 
COPIES 31f2c . 
· Ov~might · 
KINKO's·. i. 
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Holmquist Serves it the Hard Wayi 
. ' 
: . ' . 
' 
By MARTY ZIMBEROFF 
LOBO Sports Writer 
UNM women's tennis· team star 
Leslie' Holmquist has made a 
powerserve to wipe out competition 
on the tennis court as well as on 
cam.pus. Sh~ moved to the home-
coming queen finals where one of 
11 women will be selected to reign 
over this year's festivities. 
.. 
Holmquist, a 19 year old liberal 
arts junior with a minor in health, 
said she decided to run as a home-
coming queen candidate so that she 
could extend her involvement 
within the University. 
"It goes with my whole attitude 
of school;"' Holmquist said. "I'm 
proud to be a part of UNM and 
enjoy representing the school." 
She said that sometimes she feels 
limited with tennis and that running 
· for homecoming queen "will get me 
more involved with the people on 
campus." 
The blue-eyed blonde has held 
No. 2 singles and doubles position 
for three years. Holmquist was 
born and raised in Fairfield, Conn. 
and started playing tennis at the age 
of eight. 
~ '' ' '•• •• "•••~ M''-·••• ,-, 
UNM woman netter Leslie Holmquist demonstrfites 
the power of her return. 
''!loo--. Wo.men Romp 
By DOROTHY FEINBERG 
LOBO Sports Writer 
The UNM women's golf team, 
playing in major competition for 
the first time this year, romped to a 
62-stroke victory over Brigham 
Young this weekend in Durango, 
Colo. 
The two-day dual meet was held 
on the Highcrest Country Club 
course. 
Both UNM a11d BYU Played a 
total of 72 holes over the two days 
of play. 
Scores for the UNM women on 
the first day were Sherri Chandler 
77, Kim Eaton 80, Barbara Berry 
81, and Nancy Romero 89. 
The team totals after the first day 
were UNM 326 and BYU 356. 
The final day individual totals 
for the Lobo women were Chandler 
77, Berry 78, Romero 82, and 
Cindy Kelliher 82. The Cougar 
woman who scored high in a losing 
effort was Pam Miller, with totals 
of 82 and 79 for the meet. 
The final team score was UNM 
646 and BYU 708. 
UNM women's golf coach Henry 
Sandles said, "The conditions at 
the meet weren't that great. It was 
very cold and windy." 
}~.5Fl, 
"' / 
'hnLr'. ••.•. 
LOBO photo by Phyllis M. kushner 
UNM Woman Golfer 
Sherri Chandler 
Wyoming Leads WAC 
A late third quarter score by the 
Wyoming Cowboys .:apped a tight 
game Staurday night at Laramie 
and gave the 'Pokes a 13-12 
Western Athletic Conference win 
over Arizona. 
The win for the Cowboys put 
them 2-0 in the WAC and the 
leaders after the first complete 
weekend of WAC play. The 'Pokes 
defeated the Texas-El Paso Miners 
in their first conference game. · 
In other WAC games this 
weekend, the Colorado State Rams 
!wed through an early 3-0 Utah lead 
to rally and sink the Utes Saturday 
night in Fort Collins 44-30. 
The arm of Brigham Young 
quarterback Gifford Nielsen 
proved too much for the UNM 
Lobos as the Cougars romped 54-, 
19. 
Ali Will Wait In two non-conference games, the Arizona State Sundevils bowed to the Missouri Tigers of the Big-8 
15-10, and the UTEP Miners pulled 
out a squeaker against Mo-Valley 
opponents New Mexico State 23-21. 
FRANCONIA, N.H. (UPI) --
Heavyweight boxing champion 
Muhammad Ali said Sunday ·he 
would not fight for another eight 
months and will, as always, con-
sider retiring before then. 
~I'm not really ready· to retire 
yet," Ali told a news conference 
before receiving an honorary degree 
from Franconia College. 
"It will take a good eight months · 
for me to make up my mind. I'll 
take one tough contender a year but 
people always remember the last." 
The 35-year-old champ, 
dressed in black and posing for 
photos with children swarming 
aroung him, admitted he no longer 
considers his profession a pleasure. 
"I'm fighting as a boxer, course I 
might lose. But mostly, business 
has a lot to do with it. I'm not in 
this for fun or pleasure. The 
medals, the trophies are over: it's 
the green cash now," he said. 
"MY body is telling me it's time 
to go and I'm getting old, but I'm 
still the greatest," Ali announced 
ORCA 
The Office of Research 
and Consumer Affairs of 
ASUNm invites you to call 
or drop b,y with an,y con-
sumer problems, landlord-
tenant problems, com-
plaints, bitches, gripes, 
headaches, or heart-
breaks. Foi help or more 
information contact ORCA, 
Room 251 in the SUB. 277-
-2336 
The man responsible for 
Holmquist's success as well as her 
double-handed backhand is Jimmy 
Evert, father of tennis pro Chris 
Evert. Holmquist occupied the No, 
5 position on her high school's all-
boy team which took the state 
championship at Yale that year. 
Holmquist spent last summer 
instructing and coaching tennis at 
the Orlando, Florida Tennis 
Academy, a public tennis clinic for 
adults and children. While at the 
clinic, she coached a ·team of adults 
and children which remained 
undefeated against other Florida 
teams throughout the summer . 
Holmquist said she is a consistent 
player who "runs down shots" and 
has a strong down-line or down-
court forehand. "I need to work on 
my overhead and serving shots," 
Holmquist said. 
She said she particularly likes the 
women's sports program at UNM 
and the friendly atmosphere the 
school has to offer. Holmquist has 
a lenni~ scholarship to UNM and is 
a little sister to Sigma Nu fraternity 
as well as a volunteer for the United 
Fund Drive. Her hobbies and in-
terests include snow· skiing, scuba 
diving and oil painting. 
Holmquist has not lost a singles 
or doubles match at UNM this 
weason. 
She said she would like to in-
struct tennis and enter the sports-
fashion modeling field upon 
graduating from UNM. 
Student 
Directories 
are on sale now 
for 25c 
with a valid ONM ID 
at the 
Student Information Center 
in the SUB 
and the UNM Bookstore 
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ll3Romero 
·Today is 
"So 
powerful 
is the 
light 
of unity 
that it 
can 
illuminate 
the whole 
earth." 
-Baha'u'llah 
Universal Children's Day, 
founded by the UN in 1954 to honor 
children throughout the world. 
Join us today for a youthful 
celebration on the Mall 
from llam -lpm. 
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1. PERSONALS 
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con-
traception, steriliza!lon, abortion. Right to Choose, 
294·0171. 12/3 
Stop in for a relaxing drink ufler class or wor~ at 
NED'S! 10/3 
STUD\:' IN QUITO, j3cuador, at UNM's Ande3n 
Center, Spring 1978. Information,n? Ortega Hall. 
277-2636 10/28 
GUYS & DOLLS....,University Singles Club Is here, lf 
you like to partY, have fun, & meet people like 
yourself, wr.ite to us for all the free details. P.~. 
Box 12669, Gainesville, Florida32604. 10/10 
NON-SMOKERS CL\JBI897-0131. 10/3 
WARGAME enthusiasts lire IJard to find. Call247· 
2697. 10/4 
CONTACTS17 CASEY OPTICAL Company, 2SS· 
8736. tfn 
JO!lS ON SHIPS! American. Foreign. No experience 
required. Excellent pay, Worldwide travel. Summer 
job or career. Send $3.00 for information. SEA· 
FAX, Dept. 0-10, Box 2049, Port Angele~, 
Washington 98362. 10/4 
EXTRAVAGANT PLANT SHOW coming this 
, Monday In theSUB, Be there. Aloha. 10/3 
Jesus reincarnated, name~ Michael. (See Danlell2:1, 
Revelations 3:12) Religious authorHies suppressing 
the trulh. For detailed explanation of Revelations 
write: Johannes de Silentio, P.O. Box 812, South 
Bend, Indiana, 46624. 10/7 
WANTED. Active members for The Committee for 
the On.golng Revolution. Don't just stand there! 
Do something! Join Nowl For information write, 
COMFORT, 60S W. 47th Street, Kansas City, MO. 
64112. 10/3 
LONGINO FOR BRIE? Jarlsberg7 Roquefort? Goat 
clteeses, Church Mouse Cheese Shop, Old Town, 
· 404 San Felipe, 11-7, Mon.-Sat. 10/7 
NICK, Pizza gives me a heartburn, so do you. Kiss 
off. MARY 10/3 
MARY; Come on,. Mary, what about when you said 
how tacky It was to have a restaurant on an alley· 
way between the Architecture Building and a pawn 
shop, and then said, "Let's go over-It sounds 
fun." Who was being led with a line then? 
NICK 10/3 
2. LOST AND FOUND 
FIND YOURSELF In the P.eace Corps. Ortega 233. 
1.17·5901. fs 
LOST GERMAN SHEPHERD; female, black & tan, 
large ears. Lost near Carlisle & Lead. Reward. 266· 
1438,881-9882. 10/4 
FOUND: prescription eyeglasses on windowsill out-
side Zimmerman Library, Name in frame, 
"Rosie." Claim Marron Hall, Rm. !OS. 10/S 
LOST: male dog; medium size, long red-brown hair, 
while muzzle chest and paws. Collar, tags. Pete, 
2S5-J083. 10/S -
KATHI SALMA-1 found your billfold with $20,00 
the first day of school, turned it In to Campus 
Police and was amazed to lind it is still there un-
claimed. 10/6 
LOST: Green velour cardigan sweater, around 
campus. 294-0850-Pieasell 10/3 
LOST: Gold original pendent. Personal value. 843· 
' 9712. Please! 10/6 
3. SERVICES 
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and 
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical, 
scholastic. Charts & tables. 34.S-2125. 10/15 
LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES, Prepare now. 
Call PENM 842-5200. tfn 
TYPING; MA, English, on-campus. 296-8564. fs 
TYPING, 1st quality. 883·7787. 10/11 
SERVE in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233. 277· 
5907. fs 
C:overed 
. 'IIV'ago~. 
Deadlln<tl 12 noon for OI>Xl day's papltl mcuroo Hallrm. 105 
TYPING DONE .. 843-6161. 10/4 
GUITAR LESSONS, Beginning/intermediate. l.JNM 
guitar major. 266-7294. 10/4 
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOJ(SHOP and Photography 
Gallery is ~block from Johnson Gym on Cornell. 
Special order service. I 0/3 
Cash for your te~tbooks, Student Book Store, 2122 
eentral. 10/6 
TYPIST EXPERIENCED •. 4209 Brockmont NE, 
266-4770. Legal, medica!, manuscripts, 
general. 1017 ' 
TUTORING AVAILABLE in Biology,'Chemistry, 
Physics & Math. For more information call NCHO 
at277-47Jl,I815RomaNB. 10/37 
MEXICAN DANCE INSTRUCTION. Beginning & 
intermediate, 243-7646. 10/7 
LEGAL SERVICES. UNM Law School Clinical Law 
Program offers legal services for students and staff. 
Furnished by qualified law students under faculty 
supervision. Availability limited to !hose whose 
assets an· 'ncome do not exceed established guide· 
lines. $2,00 registration fee. Call277-2913 or 277-
3604 for information and appointments. J0/3 
4. HOUSING 
FENCED 2 bdrm, Kids, pets, uve mmutes to class. 
$160.00. 262-1751.. Valley Rentals. $30.00 
fee. lOIS 
LARGE I bdrm., all utilities paid, $125.00. 2 blocks 
to UNM. 262-1751, Valley Rentals. $30.00 
fee. 10/~ 
UNM SPECIAL. 2 bdrms., garage, fireplace, fenced 
for pets. $210.00.262-1751, Valley Rentals. $30.00 
fee. 10/5 
NON-SMOKER to share clean house. 842-
8563. 10/S 
HOUSEMATE, NON-SMOKER, share witit 2 
women. Own room. $67.00, N. Valley. Close 
campus. Pets ok, 345·7043. 10/7 
5. FOR SALE 
FALL SALE. Latest fashion dresses originally 
SSO.OO, now only $10.00, while they last. Come and 
check our prices, they are the lowest In town. 
California Fashion Outlet, 2318 Central SE. Across 
from campus. 266-6872. 10/6 
SINGER FUTURA zigzag sewing machine, Top of 
line, still guaranteed. Auto; bobbin winder, com-
puterized buttonholer, tOO's of fancy slltches. Reg. 
5800.00; nowSISO.OOcash. 821-4256. 10/4 
20 USED PORTABLE TVs, $30 to $60, 441 
WyomlngNE,25S·S987. 10/IS 
UPRIGHT PIANO. Good lone, $275.00. Antique 
Victorian bureau, mahogany, $160.00. 765-
5726. 10/3 
DUE TO DIVORCE. Will sacrifice equity, Red 
Classic Ill and attachments. Assume payments of 
$7.00 month, new guarantee. 268-4394. 10/4 
NEW SONY TRINATRON, Unclaimed lay-a-way. 
Color TV, brand new, guuantee, no down pay-
ment, $7,75 per month till balance is paid off. 268· 
4393. 10/4 
PIONEER STEREO SYSTEM. Repossessed, take 
over payments ofS7 .00 month. 2ci6-S872. 10/4 
PLANT LAYOFF. Viking sewing machine, open arm 
deluxe, Stretch stitches, new guarnatee. Take over 
payments of $7.00 per month. For information 266-
5871. J0/4 
ASPEN DR-35. Acoustic w/hard shell case. 266-
9844. 10/5 
1968 VW BUG. Excellent engine, good body. Must 
sell. Beth,8BI·6357, 881-63$0. 1017 
CALCULATORS: Tl, HP, & SHARP-Complete 
Lines & Accessories. Featuring HP 97, Tl 58, & 
Sharp PC 120i Programables. STUDENT BOOK 
STORE, 2122 Central Ave., 243·1777, Visa & 
MC. 10/6 ,. 
CAESAR'S 
~~ 
OPENING SOON! 
home of the Italian 
style hot dog 
4701Menau1NE 
PIPES, RARE OLD BRIAR straight grains; Italian & 
British hand workmanship, i.e. the most beautiful 
smoke. S~vinclli Autograph, Punto Oro, & Deluxe • 
OBD and IRC. Call266-3679 eves, 10/6 
BIG SALE, 4000 New lop quality items, Shirts, pants 
and dresses at less th~t half price at California 
Fashion Outlet. 2318 Central·SE. Across from 
campus, 265-6872. 10/6 ' 
1966 VW CAMPMOBILE-Excellent shape insitle 
ami out. MANY EXTRAS. $1,900,00 or pest offer, 
242·9566. I 0/3 
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT & Wedding Rings: Up 
to SOo/a discount to students, faculty, & staff,· 
Example, ~ c:, $95.00, v, ct. $275.00, 1 ct. 
$795.00, by buying direct from leading diamond ' 
importer. For color catalog send $1.00 to SMA 
Diamond Importers, Inc., Box 42, Fanwood, N.J. 
07023 (indicate name of school) or call (212) 682· 
3390 for location of showroom nearest you. 10/6 
HONDA CR 125MX 1974. $350.00 firm. Call Steve, 
277-S28S. 10/7 
6. EMPLOYMENT 
Work In the PEACE CORPS. Ortega 233. 277· 
5907. fs 
PART TJME: men & women sales clerks- stocking. 
Must be over 21 years old. Apply in person, no 
phone calls. SAVE-WAY liquor stores, 5516 
Menaul Blvd., NE & 5704 Lomas NE. 10/6 
PART TIME SALESMAN In men's wear. Inquire 
Richman Brothers, 122 Coronado Center. Some 
experience preferred. 10/S 
PART TIME HELP wanted. 2·3 nights per week, 
Also, delivery boys wanted. Perry's Pizza, 2004 
Central SE, 843-9750, 10/4 
WAITRESS: part time e~perienced waitress wanted. 
Apply In person only. Mamma .Rosa Italian 
Restaurant, 4811 Central NE. 10/5 
YOUNG LADY part time. Help raise orchid plants & 
odd jobs, 255-2415. 10/6 
NURSING POSITIONS. Requires a Bachelors of 
Nursing Degree, no experience required. Starting 
salary $11,000 with full medical benefits and 30 
days paid vucatlon. Contact the Placement Orfice 
for a personal interview, Oct. II th & .12th. 10/3 
CIVIL ENGINEERINO MAJORS. Positions are 
now available in construction, public works, and 
contract administration with the U.S. Navy. 
Competitive salary-30 days paid vacatlon&free 
medical and dental care. Contact Placement Office 
for a personal interview, Oct. lith & 12th. 10/3 
7. TRAVEL 
CAR POOL TO SCHOOL! I.T.C, 12-6, 2tiS· 
9860. 10/3 
CHRISTMAS FLIGHTS? Think now, fly later! 
Reservations at Intercontinental Travel Centre, 12-
6. 26$-9860.. 10/3 
DENVER-FRANKFURT Christmas Charter, 
$445.00 round trip. Reservations Intercontinental 
Travel Centre, 12-6. 265·9860. 10/3 
8. MISCELLANEOUS 
SKATEBOARD CITY, now open. 1·7 weekdays, 11-
7 Saturday. Carrying a fullllne of boards, trucks, 
accessories, & safety equipment. Located on 106 
Mornlng~ideNE, near Central. 255-4336. 10/6 
COPIES 
Overnight· 
3V2cea 
4csameday 
· NoMinimum 
KINKO'S 
1
"'2ai2 Cent. SE 268-8515 
.. 
is the 
e 
of the 
POETS, WRITERS, ARTISTS,. photographers. If 
you want a campus outlet for your work, we need 
your llelp in establishing a new student literary/arts 
·· magazine. Call Leslie, 299·4773. Meeting: Wed., 
Oct.$, 7:00, Sl.JB Rm. 2S3. 10/5 
EXTRA VACANT PLANT SHOW coming Monday 
in the SUB, Be there. Aloha. I 0/3 
TDDAY'S CIGSSW.DRD PUZZ.LB 
ACROSS 
1 Sorrowful 
word 
5 S. Pacific 
island 
group 
10 Santa----: 
Calif. 
community 
14 ---- screen 
process 
15 -----Ike 
16 Affirm with 
confidence 
17 Propound 
18 Based on 
semi 
conductors 
20 Railroad 
mountain 
structure 
22 Roma is its 
capital 
23 Air.line 
abbrs. 
45 Arrange 
tableware 
46 Brings back 
into use 
48 Bob Hope's 
forte 
50 Path 
51 Reliable 
52 Resources 
55 Wanderers 
59 Arouses 
emotionally 
61 Piano, drum, 
and sa~. 
e.g. 
62 Musical 
team 
63 Make happy 
64 This: 
Spanish 
65 Grows old 
661saac's 
mother 
67 Extensive 
DOWN 
24 Furrow 1 Serpents 
25 Deliver to an 2 Detroit or 
enemy B.C. 
28 Showy footbalier 
displays 3 As well 
32 After rec. of 4 Spit 
order 5 Flounced 
33 Kind of race 6 African 
35 Arless seat plants 
36 Smelling of 7 Not very 
decay harmful 
38 Actor 8 Japanese 
Robert----- • sash 
40 Wife of 9 Assisting 
Ramachandrat o Knocking 
41 Fragrant sounds 
liq11id 11 Egg-shaped 
43 Lap dogs: . 12 Bristle: 
Informal Prefix 
ew 
. ~ 
UNITED Feature Syndicate 
Friday Puzzle Solved: 
S A p I D s c A D S T A D 
T E R R E p 0 L E p 0 G 0 
0 R I E N T A L I A E T A 1.' 
M I N N I E D E Dlf*A T E T E A R s N E T L E D 
W A s L E T 5 N E W 
A S H S T 0 p 5 M A B E L 
R I 0 T E R R 0 R D I V A 
p A P E R M I N E R K I N 
i] B T I M E E L K A R A A 5 C I G A R 
·D E S S E R T 5 S A L I V A 
A S T I 
M E R L 
S T 0 L 
13 Z9ne 
19 Filthy 
places 
B A 
E V 
D E 
21 Pre-eminent 
24 Kind of 
canoe 
25 More igno-
ble 
261rregularly 
toothed 
27 Solicits 
28 Glass rec-
tangles 
29 Outcry 
30 Carried 
31 Having 
small 
grains: Min. 
34 Ran easily 
37 Places lor . 
deep think-
ing 
39 Amer.ln-
c K 5 L I D E R 
0 E E B E R T 
w y D I R T y 
dian leader 
42 Cheers 
44 Wild apple 
47 Chinese 
civets 
49 Turned to 
water 
51 -----Monica 
52 Verdi· 
heroine 
53 Primly 
proper 
54 Graf ----: 
Ger. battle-
ship 
55 Zoo sound 
56 Of the Scots 
57 Ceremonial 
act 
58 Bathroom 
item 
60 lnl'l. Law 
Assoc. 
:. .. ...... 
' ' 
